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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure is forecast to build across the Deep South today and tomorrow and allow for winds to veer E’l at moderate to fresh levels. 
Expect E’ly winds to develop first for Texas waters today then across Lease Areas along and East of the Delta tomorrow. Sea heights 
between 3 to 5 feet are forecast for the deep water Lease Areas today with lower seas closer to the coast. Expect seas to build between 4 
to 6 feet tomorrow primarily offshore Texas in response to the strengthening onshore flow. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A low pressure system is forecast to traverse the southern Plains and Ohio Valley Sunday into Monday. This low should push a weak 
cold front to the northern Gulf Coast but stall before reaching offshore locations. Expect onshore winds between fresh to strong
levels on Sunday with seas continuing to build offshore Texas between 5 to 7 feet. Conditions are expected be lighter further to the 
east closer to a high pressure ridge. The persistent onshore flow then looks to become disrupted by the approaching weak cold 
front on Monday. As a result, winds and seas are forecast to decrease overall. The stationary front may linger across the northern 
Gulf Coast until another cold front arrives late Wednesday. This next front is forecast to reach offshore locations and provide a fresh 
to at times strong offshore breeze heading into Thursday. However, winds may quickly veer E’ly again as high pressure passes to the 
north.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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